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PREFACE

The papers in this volume in part stem from a conference that was conceived and organised 
by the Australian Centre for Ancient Numismatic Studies (Macquarie University) and the 
Epigraphical and Numismatic Museum, Athens. The conference, held at the Iliou Melathron 
in Athens from 20-22 April, 2015, was entitled ‘Mines, Metals and Money in Attica and the 
Ancient World’. One of its goals was to survey the applications and current state of non- 
destructive metallurgical analyses in Greek numismatic study. In recent years, progress in 
these areas has been rapid; and as laboratory instrumentation and techniques have  con tinued 
to multiply and expand, the topic could not be more timely. The other work that the confer-
ence and now this volume addresses is the renewed interest of geologists and archaeologists 
in further exploiting the evidence on the ground for reconstructing the silver mining and 
processing industries in Southeastern Attica and Northern Greece. Accompanying these 
studies are papers from the staff  of the Numismatic Museum on the museum’s  program of 
testing new acquisitions and on the study of two hoards excavated in Athens. 

Altogether, the articles trace precious metal in the Greek world from the extraction of ore 
in antiquity to museum artifacts of today. Expanding on previous volumes of the Royal 
Numismatic Society’s Metallurgy in Numismatics series, the present contributions range 
from numismatic metallurgy in its traditional laboratory context to metallurgy in the 
broader, historical sense of ancient metal working in general. In what is probably the most 
significant achievement, a core of the papers present abundant, fresh evidence for the 
 tremendous scale of long-distance trade in silver from a handful of sources in the Aegean to 
the great number of Greek city-states around the Mediterranean that began to coin in the 
late archaic period, including even the cities of Southern Italy and Sicily.

While this volume will be welcomed for its many such findings, its value rests also on the 
editors’ foresight that by inviting these contributions and bringing them together in one 
place, the studies will become more accessible and prominent than if  they had been  published 
separately. 

J. H. KROLL



FOREWORD

As Director of the Numismatic Museum at Athens, I am proud of our  longstanding 
 numismatic and scientific collaboration with the Australian Centre for Ancient Numismatic 
Studies (ACANS) at Macquarie University, Sydney. Many Australian  researchers, including 
the two editors of this volume, have spent extensive periods researching at the museum over 
many years to our mutual benefit. Together we organised the major international conference 
entitled Mines, Metal and Money in Attica and the Ancient World hosted at the museum from 
20-22 April, 2015 which formed the genesis of this volume. 

The themes of the conference focused on archaic Greek coinage, methods of mining 
 precious metals, and on the historical and institutional framework of the Archaic period in 
which the conventions for the organisation and control of mining were developed, and 
through which the commercial distribution of precious metals was carried out. The 
 conference themes also embraced studies of coin production, and technological and research 
methods for the analysis and conservation of metals that reliably help authenticate ancient 
coins. In these themes the conference successfully brought together scientists from all over 
the world.

At the end of the Conference, the temporary exhibition, When Silver was Born. Archaic 
Coinage of Athens, Mines, Metals and Coins, was inaugurated. The exhibition was displayed 
in the Great Gallery of temporary exhibitions of the Iliou Melathron, the Library of 
Heinrich Schliemann, on 28 May 2015. It took as its subject the coinage of the Archaic 
period, an era during which profound changes occurred in politics, the arts, and in society 
more generally. The exhibition, which was the conclusion of the very fruitful co-operation 
of our Museum with our colleagues from Australia, exhibited 263 artifacts, most of them 
for the first time. The objects displayed included acquisitions by Museums and Ephorates of 
Antiquities, and objects from the Collection of the Alpha Bank. We thank and acknowledge 
the Alpha Bank for sponsoring the exhibition, and the Australian Research Council of the 
Australian Government for sponsoring the Conference.

GEORGE KAKAVAS



3. AEGEAN MINING TECHNOLOGIES IN ANTIQUITY: 
A TRACEOLOGICAL APPROACH: 
THE LAURION MINES (GREECE)

Denis Morin, Patrick Rosenthal, Adonis Photiades, 
Serge Delpech, Denis Jacquemot

ABSTRACT

The Laurion district was one of the most important mining centres of ancient Greece during the fifth 
and fourth centuries BC, and the minerals extracted were a foundation of Athenian power. On the 
 surface, remains associated with the whole mining process including adits, mineral processing and 
 metallurgical workshops extend over tens of kilometers. The Laurion lead-silver mines are the only ones 
known from the ancient world where vertical shafts reach as far as 100m deep to connect underground 
networks dug to exploit ore deposits. These mines required sophisticated organisational, engineering 
and technological capabilities, and an excellent understanding of geology. Recently, field investigation 
has been carried out into these shafts and mines. Analysis of traces found on the walls of the ancient 
mining galleries and works is providing new information and insights about the structures and  technology 
of the mining industry during antiquity. 

INTRODUCTION

The Laurion district contains exceptionally rich mineral deposits covering a surface area of  
17 x 6 kilometres along a NNE-SSW orientation in South East Attica, Greece (Figure 1). These 
silver mines were amongst the most important mines of ancient Greece in the fifth and fourth 
 centuries BC. During the second half  of the nineteenth century, the French Mining Company of 
Laurion (CFML) exploited three concessions with a total surface area of 3,171 hectares. The ancient 
works were visited by mining engineers who surveyed them, and reused some of the ancient shafts 

Figure 1. Laurion. Location of the study area
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Figure 2. Laurion. Donning breathing apparatus (ARI-Fenzy) before a descent

Figure 3. Laurion. Exploring an ancient shaft (Spitharopoussi area – Shaft n° 15)
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for  ventilation. This was notably the case with the works in Mégala Pefka and the deepest 
shafts of the Spitharopoussi area.

In 2002, the first mission concentrated on the deepest shafts of the mining district (Morin 
et al. 2002). Several vertical shafts sounded out previously were explored using techniques 
developed by Alpine speleologists. Since then, there have been several successive missions 
under the auspices and permit of the French School at Athens (2002) and the Institute of 
Geology and Mineral Exploration (in the Department of General Geology and Geological 
Mapping known as IGME), conducted in order to survey the geology of this metalliferous 
district (Photiades et al. 2004; Photiades, et al. 2017), and also to understand how the ancient 
miners operated. Investigations were carried out into the shafts, with the deepest one discov-
ered so far – the Persephone shaft - descending 109 m. These were exceptional structures for 
the ancient world (Figures 2 & 3).

This chapter summarises the authors’ understandings of how ancient mining was con-
ducted derived from their extensive physical investigations over the past 15 years.

THE COMPLEX NATURE OF THE DEEP DEPOSITS

The Laurion mining area consists mainly of metamorphic schists interposed with marble 
(Photiades and Carras 2001). The geological unit known as Kamariza comprises from the 
bottom up: lower marble approximately 100 m thick; Kamariza Schist varying between 
15-40 m; and an upper marble layer which can exceed 80 m in places. In contrast to Kamariza, 
the Spitharopoussi geological area where exploration has been done comprises blue schist 
and metavolcanic material to the north-east and to the south of the studied area.

Geological surveys indicate that the upper and lower marbles derive from the same 
 formation of marine carbonate from the Triassic/Jurassic periods. The doubling of the 
 marble layers is explained by the tangential deformation into a marble/schist sequence by a 
bedded and eroded syncline, with the schist occupying the heart of the syncline. 

The richest mineralisation is found at the greatest depth making it the most difficult to 
access. The ancient mine shafts in the area studied were mostly cut through into the upper 
marble layer, and/or across the schists of Kamariza, or even into the lower marble layer. 
Exploring them provides hitherto unknown information with each shaft being a veritable 
mine of information (Figures 4 and 21). The compilation of data from the surface and 
underground mining has allowed the creation of a geological section through the studied 
area. Four main layers of mineralisation have been plotted within the Kamariza formation. 
These are the so-called ‘contacts’ as described by Ardaillon (1897) and adopted by 
Conophagos (1980). This theory has been recently fully questioned based on recent geolog-
ical field investigations and fluid mineral deposit analysis (Scheffer et al. 2019, 2017a, 2017b, 
2016, 2015; Scheffer, 2016).

TRACES OF MINING ACTIVITY

Mining is a fully destructive and irreversible process; much evidence has been completely 
erased by later working both under and above ground. It is particularly difficult to date 
 features such as shafts, galleries, stoping areas and toolmarks. Ancient mines usually still 
contain much evidence; the difficulties lie in interpretation and understanding of the pro-
cesses used. Fortunately the underground environment preserves traces of mining activity 
rather well. Toolmarks, footprints in the soil, and tailings are signs of actual work which 
give indications about how the miners went about their business (Figure 5).

Anyone visiting the ancient mining works for the first time will be struck by the peculiar 
characteristics of the underground passages, with the regularity of the engineering works, 
and by the aesthetics of the shafts and galleries. But mostly seeing the mines gives rise to 
questions - how were the tunnels dug, and how to explain their sheer scale? 
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Figure 4.a Geological map of Spitharopoussi area, Laurion district (Photiades et al., 2017) also showing the 
locations of the ancient shafts (Fadin 2011). Figure 4.b See pull out section.

Figure 5. Laurion. Mégala Pefka. Gallery and working face under examination. Point chisel (masonry tool) 
marks on the walls (Spi. 5)
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MEASURING AND ANALYSING TOOLMARKS

Measuring requires discrimination of a range of semiotic traces which are directly observable:

– geological traces which are often tenuous, manifested from fluid circulation in the earth’s 
crust 

– traces directly connected to the act of extraction 
– traces corresponding to secondary works 
– toolmarks and signs of work, witness to the human presence in the galleries.

Macroscopic observation of rock and toolmarks permits a deeper understanding of both 
the morphology of the ore body and the nature of the mining techniques employed. 

PARTICULAR UNDERGROUND ARCHITECTURE

Three types of works are to be found underground at Laurion: galleries, shafts and working 
areas. Drift galleries criss-cross the underground horizontally. They were the starting point for 
exploitation of a vein of minerals. They probed the mining area in terms of its potential for 
current and future exploitation. In the deepest parts, junction galleries connect shafts and 
mining areas. Influences on the architecture of the galleries include the flow of fracturing and 
density of marble, carbonisation or not of the rocks, the sloping of the vein, and type of min-
eralisation. Their morphology is generally very tidy, and form a pattern characteristic of these 
ancient networks. The size of junction, exploratory, and drift galleries and lanes can vary 
according to the template. The parameters of the sections are variable. The width at the base 
rarely exceeds an average of 80 cm, but these measurements are far from consistent. The 
geometric morphology of the works remains relatively constant, but  variations are perceptible 

Figure 6. Laurion. Spitharopoussi sector. Quadrangular section shafts. Grooves on walls: timber remains of 
 ventilation system seen from the surface. (Spi 6)
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on the interior of the same section. They probably correspond with the technique of the miner 
doing the work, who economised effort in the most difficult areas.     

MEANS OF ACCESSING THE DEEP MINING WORKS - THE SHAFTS 

To reach the mineralised areas, the ancient miners used vertical shafts. To bore them, and to 
traverse particularly hard ground, necessitated complex equipment and careful attention. 
The shafts on the Spitharopoussi plateau had a quadrangular shape, on average 1.35 x 1.65 m. 
Their depth was variable but could descend to over 100 m absolutely vertically (Figure 6).

Most of the shafts have grooves on their sides. This morphology was used to facilitate 
clamping the timber of the mine shaft installation onto the walls (Morin and Photiades 
2012, 311-312). Studying the tunnels permits an understanding of timber techniques 
 especially in relation to the problem of ventilation (Morin and Photiades 2005), a vital 
imperative of mining. Traces of many of these processes are in evidence at Laurion and have 
been the object of recent studies (Herbach et al. 2013).

EXTRACTION TECHNIQUES

Tool marks are the best way of identifying human activity, but these marks are often in 
complex patterns. They come from the nature of the tool used and from the edge, indicating 
the direction of the blow and the direction of the work.  Most of the traces on the walls 
come from the use of the same type of cutting tool. The mallet and point chisel were the 
quintessential tools at Laurion. The point chisel, the so-called pointerolle (point chisel), is a 
small pointed metal chisel with a flattened head that was tapped with a mallet. Extraction in 
the marble zone was done manually with the point chisel, and probably with wedges inserted 
in cracks in more friable schists (Figure 7).

TECHNIQUES OF ROCK MINING

In the galleries, traces of mining are everywhere. They are evidenced by a multitude of 
almost parallel, curvilinear grooves equidistant on the walls. They indicate both the  direction 
of mining and the position of the miner facing the rock. These marks, often very regular, 
mark the walls of the galleries and are one of the characteristics. Traces are still visible of 
the final removals intended to complete this task. What significance can be gleaned from this 
layout?  

Repeated blows to the wall might erase all trace of the first part of the operation. The only 
alternative way of understanding the technique lies in observation and analysis of the ‘front 

Figure 7. Laurion. Research gallery in progress: miners at work. Reconstructed scene. The miner on the right is 
drilling through the rock with a hammer and a pointerolle (point chisel). This reconstruction is based on 
 observations made underground. With permission of Bernard Nicolas, illustrator (www.danselombre.com) 
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faces’. A front face is a surface at the limit of the working site in the direction of progress. 
In other words, it corresponds to the terminus of a gallery or work area. It is particularly 
interesting to observe and study the mining techniques when the work was abandoned for 
some unknown reason. The observation of front faces and topographical analysis shows 
that there were many variations to the basic technique which consisted of making a prelim-
inary kerf or notch. The front faces bear the mark of this technique which was generally 
used in the trial galleries. The notch corresponds to about a third of the width of the face. 
Removal was carried out all along the operation with successive tiers removed down from 
the roof (Figure 8).

In larger works, whenever there was a perceptible incline, the miners tended to break up 
the working face into stopes. Splitting the working area into stopes allowed each to be more 
effectively exploited. In the networks of the Third Contact, it is not unusual to observe 
traces of ‘underhand stoping’ (Mi 7) (Figure 9).

FROM STOPING TO A COMPARTMENT: AN ORIGINAL MINING TECHNIQUE

The general aspect of numerous galleries resembles panels closely butted side by side, but in 
which their liaison was adjusted depending on the direction of the mining. Such works show 
a fairly regular succession of stopes. The volumetric standardised dimension of mining is a 
striking feature of the works. It seems the miners worked to a predetermined volume, 
 defining in advance each compartment or panel to be excavated (Figure 10).

Figure 8. Laurion. Mégala Pefka sector. Spi 49 – a view of a typical working face showing traces of all faces of 
the process: 1) vertical lateral notch; 2 & 3) vertical lateral mining. Highlighted in white on the left: lateral 
remains of sections cut out successively
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Figure 9. Laurion. Mégala Pefka sector. Mi 7 – Underhand stoping technique

Figure 10. Laurion. Spitharopoussi sector. Spi 15 – Upper marble gallery. Succession of panels
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TECHNIQUE FOR VERTICAL SINKING: THE STACKING OF PANELS

It is, of course, easier to learn about the techniques of digging in well-preserved areas of the 
networks, but these examples are rare. The bottom of a shaft (Spi 5) sunk at the end of a 
network close to the surface permits a partial understanding. It reveals the presence of 
 platform 0.4 m wide in a general section of the shaft measuring 1.02 x 0.96 m. The mining 
strategy employed here was similar to that in the galleries but progressed in a vertical  fashion. 
Excavation was effected from a deep side notch of 0.56 m which was enlarged horizontally 
and continued in stopes. Here the progression of underhand stoping went in five successive, 
unidirectional steps. The final one involved equalising the sidewalls to an oblique position 
(Figure 11).

Mining carried out in the marble layers reveals a strong dexterity in achieving regularity 
in the geometry of the galleries. Beyond this aesthetic, the ancient mine indicates a particu-
larly well-developed standard process with a hierarchically-based work flow. Mining at 
Laurion can be identified with a strong technical tradition in equipment and methods 
(Vernant 1965; Jockey 2003).    

MINING TECHNIQUES AT DEEP LEVELS

The excavation technique differed according to the density or hardness of the rock. 
Extraction could be starting by scoring the rock, and then making a deep shearing following 
the horizontal strata (Spi 18) at floor level. This preparatory step, or undercut, was done to 
undermine the base of the stope, and thus weaken the rock to be extracted and decrease its 
resistance (Gruner 1921).   

Most of the time, the front face progressed perpendicularly in the service gallery, and on 
each side in an irregular edge, creating a cavity. This could be as long as 15 m. Too great a 
length risked a roof collapse and was rarely justified, except occasionally by leaving support-
ing pillars. In the case of an oblique ore deposit, extraction was effected in an upwards 

Figure 11. Laurion. Spitharopoussi sector. Spi 5 – Vertical sinking technique. Work in progress with well- 
preserved remains. The process was: Stages 1,2,3: successive benches; 4: Ongoing breaking of the upper bench. 
The arrows represent tool marks on the wall: finishing works
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Figure 12. Laurion. Spitharopoussi plateau. Spi 18 – Deep works in the Third Contact. Mining technique pro-
cess using a horizontal cut to the wall. 1: horizontal mining. 2. Vertical mining. 3. Pillar

Figure 13. Laurion. Spitharopoussi plateau. Spi 18 – Deep works in the Third Contact. Mining technique pro-
cess using a horizontal cut to the roof. To the right, behind the working face, a cluster of mineralised blocks. 1. 
Horizontal mining. 2. Vertical mining
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direction from a horizontal notch situated on the ceiling directly under a strata join. The 
disengaged front face was then cleared in a unidirectional fashion from top to bottom and 
progressed following the inclination (climbing face). (Figures 12 and 13).

The type of deposit in thin veins visible in the networks of Shaft Spi 18 was exploited with 
a partial or total backfilling of the work areas, and by installing waste deposit areas 
 particularly along traffic lanes. Containing waste in a space avoided having to disperse it and 
facilitated the transport of materials and movement of workers, but waste deposits were 
never used to support the roof (Figure 14).

THE LAURION MINES – METHODS OF EXPLOITATION ADAPTED TO THE 
GEOLOGICAL CONTEXT

Two main scenarios are considered based on the location of the deposits: 

1. Mineralisation close to the surface or outcropping was first exploited (Leleu 1966), start-
ing with the outcrop, then underground by cuttings and extension galleries. As they advanced 
the cutting, the miners dug galleries of lesser size, horizontally and laterally to test the 
amount of mineralisation. Often the miners had recourse to this to gauge the extent of the 
deposit, and thus to decide the initial layout of the works. 

The downward progress of the works was made by benching (Figure 15). Cuttings follow-
ing the axis of the gallery were sunk from the floor. Traces of these levels are thus discernible 
in the roof, and bear witness to this original technique, the first phase of a general lateral 
exploitation. Certain works are peppered in places by the trial galleries which sometimes 
overlap, fuse, and can constitute a veritable labyrinth (Figure 16).

Figure 14. Laurion. Spitharopoussi sector – Spi 18. Deep works in the Third Contact. Ancient mining works 
around – 80m. Access lane and accumulation of waste (backfilling)
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Figure 15. Laurion. Mégala Pefka sector. Mi 7 – Benching works: technique of downward stoping. The gallery 
is exploited along its length by taking off  the material

Figure 16. Spitharopoussi Plateau. Spi 15 – Nyphitsa network. Downward stoping process by benching (rebor-
ing) the original gallery. 1. Original 1st research gallery. 2. Remain of 1st gallery floor. 3. 2nd gallery
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2. In deep mineralisations, it is possible to distinguish two methods of exploitation directly 
connected to the morphology and positioning of veins. 

a) On top of the plateau, the deep works relied on shafts to the galleries of close to 30 m with 
quadrangular sections (Figure 17).

The excavations were developed following along thin, rangy axes. The miners then opened 
the cuttings or cavities, more or less equidistant, following in the direction of the vein. On 
each side of the leading gallery were openings of works. The layout this produced faithfully 
followed the morphological characteristics of this type of network served by deep vertical 
shafts which gave access to the Third Contact from around 80 m (Figure 18). In these 
cramped spaces, the miners looked for ways to progress efficiently and sought to minimise 
the quantity of sterile material excavated. They banked up the material they dug in order to 
obtain precisely what they needed to carry from the mine. In this way, only mineralised rock 
was extracted each day (Figure 19).

b) On the west side of the plateau, on the slope, the base of the shafts opened in schists often 
debouching into works. The principal axis of the exploratory galleries was parallel to the 
hillside. The plan of exploitation was mostly linear. The circulation route, uniquely, was 
sometimes cut into the block of the quadrangular section or laid out in the partly banked-up 
excavations.  

Larger chambers can be found in the centre of particularly exiguous networks. They often 
correspond with the junction point of several veins or concentrated mineralisation. Mining 
was carried out on both sides of the galleries. These works evolved together and sometimes 
developed in terraces and more frequently in cells. With this scheme, the miners could con-
trol the progression from a security point of view. Ore was evacuated on a man’s back or by 
dragging (Figure 20). Traces of the various stages of excavation are still visible. 

Figure 17. Laurion. Spitharopoussi sector: Spi 18. Deep works.  Junction gallery between 2 work zones in the 
Third Contact
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Figure 18. Laurion. Spitharopoussi Plateau : Spi 18. (– 80 m) Topography of the works in the Third Contact. 
(Drawing: Serge Delpech)
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Figure 19. Laurion. Sector Spitharopoussi : Spi 2. Deep works in the Third Contact. Ancient works around  
– 80m. Residual pillar

Figure 20. Laurion. Spitharopoussi Plateau. Spi 49 – Deep works in the Third Contact. Clear traces of dragging 
on the ground fossilized by the calcite.  Junction gallery between two work zones
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A RECURRENT PROBLEM: THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE PHASES OF 
EXCAVATION

The study of such a network of galleries raises the problem of identifying the chronology of 
mining operations. At first sight, the subterranean networks correspond with a single phase 
of exploitation. They do not seem to have undergone repeated phases of exploitation, with 
the exception of certain works in the lower marble layers, and the more easily accessed net-
works close to the surface. In these, the traces of ancient work are visible especially in the 
more recent re-workings undertaken for the most part during the fifth century AD. Oil lamp 
fragments are among the most characteristic markers of these subterranean networks. 

CONCLUSION

Understanding the methods utilised by the ancient underground miners is a matter of 
 reading the tiny clues they left. The demonstrated mining techniques are evidence of an art 
of mining which took on a real importance at Laurion. Regardless of the mode of 
 exploitation, the miners devised processes to suit the mining conditions within the indispen-
sable parameters for maintenance of mining: ventilation, movement of men and materials, 
extraction. It is also clear that there was a hierarchical structure because to conduct this 
work, it was necessary to plan the layout of the tunnels depending on the geology. This is 
attested in Xenophon (Memorabilia 2.5.2) who mentions how Nicias paid a small fortune 
for a slave capable of managing a mine.  

In the course of making these investigations, more than 10 kms of underground workings 
were explored plus some topographic features. The mode of exploitation also frequently 
raises the central question of the geological and mineralogical knowledge of the miners of 
these gigantic mining operations. How did the ancient miners know where to locate the ore, 
and put in place the necessary organisation? The observation of certain mining activity on 
outcrops allows a partial answer to these questions.    

Economic success and choice of method depended on the presence or otherwise or cer-
tain key factors: high-value minerals, available land, a workforce with the practical know-
how and mastery of the necessary techniques, dynamism of the political elite, existence of a 
communication network, and availability of funds. These conditions were met at Laurion 
when mining operations were undertaken by the city-state of Athens (Davis 2014, 257-277). 
It was a quasi-industrial enterprise in the sense of being a concentration of technical means 
implemented to extract and process silver by a process unique in the ancient world at this 
scale.      

Photographic credit

Except where otherwise stated, photos are by Denis Morin. Photographic enhancement – 
DAO: Hélène Morin-Hamon.

The research

Underground investigations were the result of a cross-disciplinary research team which 
combined to handle the important logistics. They have been conducted under the auspices 
and permit of the French School at Athens (2002) and of the Institute of Geology and Mineral 
Exploration (IGME). They were undertaken in a series of short forays under the aegis of the 
Institute of Geology and Mineral Exploration of Athens – IGME, and of the TRACES labo-
ratory (UMR CNRS 5608) with the support of the French School at Athens. The exploration 
of the mines was undertaken by members of the Equipe Interdisciplinaire d’Etudes et de 
Recherches Archéologiques sur les Mines Anciennes et le Patrimoine Industriel (ERMINA): 
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Michel Aubert, Bernard Bohly, Patrice Cocuaud, Laurent Colchen, Maryse et Serge 
Delpech, Richard Herbach, Yves Imbert, Denis Jacquemot, Denis Morin, Hélène Morin-
Hamon, Albéric Negro and Patrick Rosenthal.           
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Geological Mapping at IGME, responsible for the geological maps of Laurion (prepared 
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